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ABSTRACT

We present the results of a recent reverberation-mapping campaign undertaken to improve measurements of the
radius of the broad-line region and the central black hole mass of the quasar PG 2130+099. Cross-correlation of the
5100 8 continuum and H� emission-line light curves yields a time lag of 22:9þ4:4

�4:3 days, corresponding to a central
black hole massMBH ¼ (3:8 � 1:5) ; 107 M�. This value supports the notion that previous measurements yielded an
incorrect lag.We reanalyze previous data sets to investigate the possible sources of the discrepancy and conclude that
previous measurement errors were apparently caused by a combination of undersampling of the light curves and
long-term secular changes in the H� emission-line equivalent width. With our new measurements, PG 2130+099 is
no longer an outlier in either the RBLR-L or the MBH-�� relationship.

Subject headinggs: galaxies: active — galaxies: nuclei — galaxies: Seyfert — quasars: emission lines

1. INTRODUCTION

Reverberation mapping uses observations of continuum and
emission-line variability to probe the structure of the broad-line
region (BLR) in active galactic nuclei (AGNs; Blandford &
McKee 1982; Peterson 1993). It has been extensively used to
estimate the physical size of the BLR and the mass of central
black holes in AGNs. The observed continuum variability pre-
cedes the observed emission-line variability by a time related to
the light travel time across the BLR; by obtaining an estimate of
the time delay, or ‘‘lag,’’ � , between the change in continuum flux
and the change in emission-line flux, one can estimate the size of
the BLR.While this is an extremely effective method, high-quality
data sets are difficult to obtain, as they require well-spaced obser-
vations over long timescales. To date, over three dozenAGNs have
estimated black hole masses obtained using reverberationmethods.

In addition to being important physical parameters, the BLR
radius and central black hole mass (MBH) measurements are
crucial in calibrating relationships between different properties
of AGNs. A useful relationship that has emerged is the corre-
lation between the radius of the BLR (RBLR) and the optical lu-
minosity of the AGNs (e.g., Kaspi et al. 2000, 2005; Bentz et al.
2006). Another key relationship is that between MBH and bulge
stellar velocity dispersion (��), which is seen in both quiescent
(Ferrarese &Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000a; Tremaine et al.
2002) and active galaxies (Gebhardt et al. 2000b; Ferrarese et al.
2001; Nelson et al. 2004; Onken et al. 2004; Dasyra et al. 2007).
These two relationships are critical because they allow us to es-
timate themasses of black holes in AGNs from a single spectrum
(see McGill et al. 2008 for a recent summary); we estimate RBLR

from the AGN luminosity, the velocity dispersion of the BLR is
determined by the emission-line width, and the quiescentMBH-��
relationship provides the calibration of the reverberation-based
mass scale. Obtaining high-quality single-epoch spectra is much

less observationally demanding than obtaining high-quality re-
verberation measurements; once relations such as these are prop-
erly calibrated, we can measureMBH in many more objects than
would otherwise be possible. An extensive set of objects with
reliable black hole masses allows us to explore the connection
between black holes and AGN evolution over cosmologically
interesting timescales.

PG 2130+099 has been a source of curiosity because it is an out-
lier in both the MBH-�� and RBLR-L relations. Previous measure-
ments obtained by Kaspi et al. (2000) and reanalyzed by Peterson
et al. (2004) foundH� lags of about 180 days. Thesemeasurements
yield a black hole mass MBH upward of 108 M�. At luminos-
ity kLk(5100 8) ¼ (2:24 � 0:27) ; 1044 erg s�1, this places PG
2130+099 well above the RBLR-L relationship (Bentz et al. 2006).
Dasyra et al. (2007) also note that PG 2130+099 falls above the
MBH-�� relationship. Together these suggest that this discrepancy
could be caused bymeasurement errors in the BLR radius. Our sus-
picions are also fueled by two other factors. First, the optical spec-
trum of PG 2130+099 is similar to that of narrow-line Seyfert 1
(NLS1) galaxies, which are widely supposed to beAGNswith high
accretion rates relative to theEddington rate (seeKomossa 2008 for a
recent review). However, the accretion rate derived from this mass
and luminosity (under common assumptions for all reverberation-
mappedAGNs as described byCollin et al. 2006) is quite low com-
pared to NLS1s, again suggesting that MBH and therefore � are
overestimated. Second, as we discuss further below, a lag of ap-
proximately half a year on an equatorial source means that fine-
scale structure in the two light curves will not match up in detail,
and cross-correlation becomes very sensitive to long-term secular
variations that may or may not be an actual reverberation signal.

For these reasons, we decided to undertake a new reverbera-
tion campaign to remeasure the H� lag for PG 2130+099. In this
paper, we present a new lag determination from this campaign.
We also present a reanalysis of the earlier data set that suggests
that the true lag is consistent with our new lag value and inves-
tigate possible sources of error in the previous analysis.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS

2.1. Observations

The data were obtained as part of a queue-scheduled program
during the SDSS-II Supernova Survey follow-up campaign
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(Frieman et al. 2008).We obtained spectra of PG 2130+099with
the Boller & Chivens CCD spectrograph on the MDM 2.4 m
telescope for 21 different nights from 2007 September through
December. We used a 150 grooves mm�1 grating, which yields a
dispersion of 3.298 pixel�1 and covers the spectral range 4000Y
7500 8. The slit width was set to 3.000 projected on the sky, and
the spectral resolution was 15.2 8. We used an extraction ap-
erture that corresponds to 3:000 ; 7:000.

2.2. Light Curves

The reduced spectra were flux-calibrated using the flux of the
[O iii] k5007 emission line in a reference spectrum created using
a selection of nine nights with the best observing conditions.
Using a �2 goodness-of-fit estimator method (van Groningen &
Wanders 1992), each individual spectrum was scaled to the re-
ference spectrum. For three epochs, no reasonable fit could be
obtained, hence we scaled these spectra by hand to match the
[O iii] k5007 flux of the reference spectrum, which was 1:36 ;
10�13 erg s�1 cm�2 in the observed frame (z ¼ 0:06298). We
then removed the narrow-line components of the H� and [O iii]
kk4959, 5007 lines using relative line strengths given by Peterson
et al. (2004). Figure 1 shows themean and rms spectra of PG2130+
099, created from the entire set of 21 flux-calibrated observations.

To measure the continuum and line fluxes, we fit a line to the
continuum between the regions 5050Y5070 and 5405Y5435 8
in the observed frame. We measured the H� flux by integrating
the flux above the continuum from 5070 to 5285 8, and the op-
tical continuum flux was taken to be the average flux in the range
5405Y5435 8. Errors were estimated based on differences be-
tween observations that were close together in time. The obser-
vations from2007September 27 (JD 2,454,371) had an extremely
low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) compared to the rest of the pop-
ulation; following Peterson et al. (1998a), we assigned fractional
errors of 1/(S/N) for this night in both the continuum and line
flux. The resulting continuum and H� light curves are given in
Table 1 and shown in Figure 2. The properties of the final light
curves used in our time series analysis are given in Table 2. Col-
umn (1) gives the spectral feature, and column (2) gives the

number of points in the individual light curves. Columns (3) and
(4) give the average and median time spacing between observa-
tions, respectively. Column (5) gives the mean flux of the feature
in the observed frame, and column (6) gives the mean fractional
error that is computed based on observations that are closely spaced.
Column (7) gives the excess variance, defined by

Fvar ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�2 � �2
p

h f i ; ð1Þ

Fig. 1.—Flux-calibratedmean and rms spectra of PG2130+099 in the observed
frame (z ¼ 0:06298). The flux density is in units of 10�15 erg s�1 cm�2 8�1.

TABLE 1

Continuum and H� Fluxes for PG 2130+099

JD (�2,400,000)

Fk (5100 8)
(10�15 erg s�1 cm�2 8�1)

H� k4861
(10�13 erg s�1 cm�2)

54,352.70..................... 4.36 � 0.08 4.94 � 0.07

54,353.70..................... 4.23 � 0.07 4.98 � 0.07

54,354.72..................... 4.38 � 0.08 4.88 � 0.07

54,371.76..................... 4.56 � 0.15 4.91 � 0.16

54,373.65..................... 4.53 � 0.08 4.82 � 0.07

54,382.65..................... 4.53 � 0.08 4.73 � 0.07

54,383.63..................... 4.74 � 0.08 4.83 � 0.07

54,384.64..................... 4.74 � 0.08 4.88 � 0.07

54,392.62..................... 4.93 � 0.09 4.92 � 0.07

54,393.59..................... 4.89 � 0.08 5.00 � 0.07

54,394.57..................... 4.93 � 0.08 4.95 � 0.07

54,395.59..................... 5.14 � 0.09 5.02 � 0.07

54,400.63..................... 4.86 � 0.08 5.01 � 0.07

54,401.63..................... 4.76 � 0.08 5.01 � 0.07

54,413.57..................... 4.40 � 0.08 5.27 � 0.08

54,414.58..................... 4.42 � 0.08 5.07 � 0.07

54,415.57..................... 4.55 � 0.08 5.21 � 0.08

54,416.56..................... 4.47 � 0.08 5.14 � 0.07

54,427.57..................... 4.78 � 0.08 5.17 � 0.07

54,449.56..................... 4.55 � 0.08 4.84 � 0.07

54,450.57..................... 4.69 � 0.08 5.03 � 0.07

Fig. 2.—Continuum (top) andH� (bottom) light curves used in the time series
analysis. Continuum flux densities are in units of 10�15 erg s�1 cm�2 8�1.
Emission-line flux densities are in units of 10�13 erg s�1 cm�2. All fluxes are in
the observed frame.
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where �2 is the flux variance of the observations, �2 is the mean
square uncertainty, and h f i is the mean observed flux. Col-
umn (8) gives the ratio of the maximum to minimum flux in each
light curve.

We note in passing that we attempted to determine light curves
for the other prominent emission lines in our spectra, H� and
H�. Unfortunately, the fidelity of our flux calibration decreases
away from the [O iii] k5007 line (which we believe accounts for
the increasing strength of the rms spectrum longward of �58008
in Fig. 1) and, combined with the low amplitude of variability,
renders the other light curves unreliable. Nevertheless, time se-
ries analysis yields results that are at least consistent with the H�
results, although with much larger uncertainties.

3. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

3.1. Time Delay Measurements

To measure the lag between the optical continuum and H�
emission-line variations, we cross-correlated the H� light curve
with the continuum light curve using the interpolation method
originally described by Gaskell & Sparke (1986) and Gaskell &
Peterson (1987) and subsequently modified byWhite & Peterson
(1994) and Peterson et al. (1998b, 2004). The method works as
follows: because the data are not evenly spaced in time, we inter-
polate between points to obtain an evenly sampled light curve.
The linear correlation coefficient r is then calculated using pairs
of points, one from each light curve, separated by a given time
lag.When r is calculated for a range of time lag values, the cross-
correlation function (CCF) is obtained, which consists of the
value of r for each time lag value. We interpolated between the
points on a 0.5 day timescale to obtain the CCF for our data set,
which is shown in Figure 3.

To determine the most probable delay and its uncertainty, we
employed the flux randomization/random subset samplingMonte
Carlo method described by Peterson et al. (1998b). The random
subset sampling method takes a light curve of N points and
samples itN times without regard to whether any given point has
been selected already. The flux uncertainty of a data point selected
n times is correspondingly reduced by a factor n�1/2 (Welsh1999;
Peterson et al. 2004). The flux value of each point is then altered
by a random Gaussian deviate based on the uncertainty assigned
to the point; this is known as ‘‘flux randomization.’’ A CCF was
calculated for each altered light curve using interpolation as
before. Using 2000 iterations of this process, we obtain a distri-
bution of �peak measured from the CCF of each Monte Carlo
realization and defined by the location of the peak value of r. We
also calculate and obtain a distribution of the lag values �cent that
represents the centroid of each CCF using the points surrounding
the peak, based on all lag values with r � 0:8rmax.We then adopt
the mean values of both the centroid and peak, h�centi and h�peaki,
for our analysis. We estimate the uncertainties in �cent and �peak

such that 15.87% of the realizations fall below the mean minus
the lower error and 15.87% of the realizations fall above the mean
plus the upper error. Our final lag values and errors are �cent ¼
22:9þ4:4

�4:3 and �peak ¼ 22:2þ5:6
�5:2 days in the rest frame of PG 2130+

099. It is important to note that the CCF is heavily dependent on
the time span of the light curve relative to the actual delay, and if
the data time span is short with respect to the lag, the CCFwill be
biased toward short lag measurements (Welsh 1999). We note
that because our data span just over 3 months, our CCF is not
capable of producing a lag measurement as large as previous
measurements and is subject to this bias. However, if the actual
lag is shorter, as the evidence presented in this work suggests,
our data span a sufficiently long period to identify the true delay.

As a check on our time series analysis, we also employed an
alternative method known as the z-transformed discrete corre-
lation function (ZDCF), as described by Alexander (1997). This
method is a modification of the discrete correlation function

(DCF) described byEdelson&Krolik (1988). TheDCF is obtained
by correlating data points from the continuum with points from the
H� light curve by binning the data in time rather than interpolating
between points. The ZDCF similarly uses bins rather than in-
terpolation, but it bins the data by equal population rather than by
equal spacing in time and applies Fisher’s z-transform to the
cross-correlation coefficients. DCFs have the advantage that they

TABLE 2

Light-Curve Statistics

Sampling Interval (days)

Time Series

(1)

N

(2)

hTi
(3)

Tmedian

(4)

Mean Flux
a

(5)

Mean Fractional Error

(6)

Fvar

(7)

Rmax

(8)

5100 8 ................................... 21 4.9 1.0 4:64 � 0:23 0.018 0.047 1:22 � 0:03

H� .......................................... 21 4.9 1.0 4:98 � 0:14 0.015 0.023 1:14 � 0:02

a Continuum and emission-line fluxes are given in the same units as in Table 1.

Fig. 3.—CCF (solid line) and ZDCF (circles) from the time series analysis of
our recent observations of PG 2130+099.
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only use real data points, and they are therefore less likely to find
spurious correlations in data where there are large time gaps.
However, data sets with few points tend to yield lag values with
large uncertainties; hence, thismethod is primarily useful as a check
on the interpolation method when the data are undersampled.
Figure 3 shows the computed ZDCF for our PG 2130+099 data
set. It should be noted that the z-transform requires aminimum of
11 points per bin to be statistically significant (Alexander 1997);
because our light curves contained only 21 points, wewere unable
to obtain a well-sampled ZDCF with a minimum of 11 points per
bin.We used aminimum of 8 points per bin and did not obtain an
independent lag measurement, but the ZDCF is very consistent
with our calculated CCF, indicating that the interpolation results
are credible.

3.2. Line Width Measurement and Mass Calculations

We use the second moment of the line profile, �line (Fromerth
&Melia 2000; Peterson et al. 2004), to characterize the width of
the H� line. To determine the best value of �line and its uncer-
tainties, we use Monte Carlo simulations similar to those used in
determining the time lag (see Peterson et al. 2004). We measure
the line widths from both the mean and rms spectra created in the
simulations from N randomly chosen spectra and correct them
for the spectrograph resolution. We obtain a distribution of each
line width from multiple realizations, from which we take the
mean value for our measure of �line or FWHM and the standard
deviation as the measurement uncertainty. The measured line
widths and uncertainties are given in Table 3.

Assuming that the motion of the H�-emitting gas is domi-
nated by gravity, the relation betweenMBH, line width, and time
delay is

MBH ¼ fc��V 2

G
; ð2Þ

where � is the emission-line time delay,�V is the emission-line
width, and f is a dimensionless factor that is characterized by the
geometry and kinematics of the BLR. Onken et al. (2004) cal-
culated an average value of h f i by assuming that AGNs follow
the sameMBH-�� relationship as quiescent galaxies. By normal-
izing the reverberation black hole masses to the relation for
quiescent galaxies, they obtained h f i ¼ 5:5 when the line width
was characterized by the line dispersion �line of the rms spec-
trum.5 Using our values of �cent and �line, we compute MBH ¼
(3:8 � 1:5) ; 107 M�.

We also compute the average 5100 8 luminosity of our sam-
ple to see where our new RBLR value places PG 2130+099 on the

RBLR-L relationship. Following Bentz et al. (2006), we correct
our luminosity for host-galaxy contamination. Assuming H0 ¼
70 km s�1 Mpc�1, �m ¼ 0:30, and �� ¼ 0:70, we calculate
log kLk(5100 8) ¼ 44:40 � 0:02 for our recent measurements
of PG 2130+099. The relevant measurements and computed quan-
tities are given in Table 4.

4. DISCUSSION

Analysis of previous data sets of PG 2130+099 yields lags
greater than 150 days and MBH values above 108 M�, in both
cases approximately an order of magnitude larger than our new
value. To investigate the source of these discrepancies, we closely
scrutinized the previous data set, which consists of data obtained
at StewardObservatory andWiseObservatory (Kaspi et al. 2000).
The 51008 continuum and emission-line light curves, along with
their respective CCFs and ZDCFs, are shown in Figure 4.We first
ran the full light curve through the time series analysis as de-
scribed in x 2.2 to confirm the previous results, and we success-
fully reproduced a lag measurement of �168 days, in agreement
with Kaspi et al. (2000) and Peterson et al. (2004). However,
visual inspection of the light curves suggested that these values
were in error; we were able to identify several features that are
present in the continuum, H� and H� light curves that are quite
visibly lagging on timescales shorter than 50 days, as we show
below.
It is clear that the Kaspi et al. (2000) results are dominated by

the data spanning the years 1993Y1995, as this period contains
the most significant variability, as well as time sampling that is
sufficient to resolve features in the light curves. We show the light
curves for all spectral featuresmeasured byKaspi et al. during this
time period in Figure 5. Over this period, we can match behavior
in the continuum with the behavior of the emission lines, most
noticeably in the data from 1995. The most prominent features in
the light curves are the maximum in the continuum at the end of
the 1994 series and the maxima in the lines at the beginning of the
1995 series, which, based on the continuum variations, one would
expect to be lower relative to the fluxes in 1994. However, in-
spection of the relative flux levels of the lines and continuum in
the 1994 and 1995 data reveals that the equivalent width of the
emission lines changes during this time span, which results in a
rise in emission-line flux apparently unrelated to reverberation.
The maxima in the continuum and emission lines do not corre-
spond to the same features; the maxima in the emission-line light
curves in 1995 correspond to the similar feature in the continuum
at the beginning of 1995. Because there are no observations dur-
ing the 6months or so between these features, the CCF and ZDCF
lock onto the two unrelatedmaxima that are separated by 196 days
and yield lags of �200 days over this 3 yr span. The emission
lines likely continued to increase in flux during the time period for
which there were no observations.

TABLE 3

Reverberation Results

Parameter Value

�cent
a........................................ 22:9þ4:7

�4:6 days

�peak
a ....................................... 22:2þ5:6

�5:2 days

�line (mean) ............................ 1807 � 4 km s�1

FWHM (mean)....................... 2807 � 4 km s�1

�line (rms) ............................... 1246 � 222 km s�1

FWHM (rms) ......................... 2063 � 720 km s�1

MBH ........................................ (3:8 � 1:5) ; 107 M�

a Values are given in the rest frame of the object.

TABLE 4

Host Galaxy Flux Removal Parameters

Parameter Value

Position angle of slit ............... 0.0�

Aperture size ............................ 3:000 ; 7:000

Fgalaxy (5100 8)a ...................... (0:405 � 0:037) ; 10�15 erg s�1 cm�2 8�1

log kLk(5100 8)b ..................... (44:40 � 0:02)

a Galaxy flux is in the observed frame, from Bentz et al. (2008).
b 5100 8 rest-frame luminosity in erg s�1, with host galaxy subtracted and

corrected for extinction, following Bentz et al. (2006, 2008).

5 Differences between the use of �line and FWHM in calculatingMBH are dis-
cussed by Collin et al. (2006).
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Inspection of the light-curve segments in Figure 5 reveals sim-
ilar structures in each of them within a given year. To quantify
the time delays between the continuum and lines on short time-
scales, we cross-correlated each individual year, this time using
only flux randomization in the Monte Carlo realizations, as there
were too few points in each year to use random subset sampling,
so the uncertainties are underestimated. The resulting lags are
given in Table 5. Again, we must consider that the CCF cannot
produce a lag that is greater than the duration of the observations,
so the individual CCFs for these 3 years are limited to short
delays. However, the presence of the 1995 feature in both the
continuum and emission-line light curves is unmistakable, and it
is extremely unlikely that it lags by a value exceeding the sen-
sitivity limit of the CCF. From this we surmise that the discre-
pancies in measured lag values are mostly a result of large time
gaps in the data and/or underestimation of the error bars in the
Kaspi et al. (2000) data.

Welsh (1999) and, even earlier, Pérez et al. (1992) pointed out
that emission-line lags can be severely underestimated with light
curves that are too short in duration, particularly if the BLR is
extended; certainly our 98 day campaign is insensitive to lags as
long as�180 days. Is it possible that the original lag determina-
tion of Kaspi et al. (2000) and Peterson et al. (2004) is correct (or
more nearly so), and we have been fooled by reliance on light

curves that are too short? We think not, based on (1) the reason-
able match between details in the continuum and emission-line
light curves for four different observing seasons (1993, 1994,
1995, and 2007), (2) the improved agreement with the RBLR-L
relationship with the smaller lag (demonstrated in Fig. 6), and (3)
the improved agreement with the MBH-�� relationship with the
smaller lag (Fig. 7). It is also worth pointing out the difficulty of
accurately measuring an�180 day lag, particularly in the case of
equatorial sources which have a relatively short observing sea-
son. The short observing season, typically 6Y7 months, means
that there are very few emission-line observations that can be
matched directly with continuum points; the observed emission-
line fluxes represent a response to continuum variations that
occurred when the AGN was too close to the Sun to observe.

Welsh (1999) has also pointed out the value in ‘‘detrending’’
the light curves; removing long-term trends by fitting the light
curves with a low-order function can reduce the bias toward under-
estimating lags. In this particular case, we find that detrending
has almost no effect; in particular, the highest points in the con-
tinuum (in late 1994) and the highest points in the line (early in
the 1995 observing season) remain so after detrending, and both
the interpolation CCF and ZDCF weight these points heavily. It
is also interesting to note that the peak in the ZDCF agrees with
the peak of the interpolation CCF (Fig. 4), which demonstrates

Fig. 4.—Left panels: Light curves of PG 2130+099 fromKaspi et al. (2000). The 51008 continuum light curve is shown in the top panel, and the H�, H�, and H� light
curves are displayed below. Right panels: CCF and corresponding ZDCF for each spectral feature, with the top panel showing the autocorrelation function of the
continuum. The continuum flux density is given in units of 10�15 erg s�1 cm�2 8�1, and the H� flux density is in units of 10�13 erg s�1 cm�2.
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Fig. 5.—Light curves and CCFs for different spectral features of the Kaspi et al. (2000) data. The left panels show a small section of the light curve for each spectral
feature. The right panels show the CCF (solid line) and ZDCF (circles) for each feature. The top right panel shows the ACF of the continuum, and the three panels below
show the correlation functions resulting from the correlation of each respective emission line with the continuum light curve. The fluxes are given in the same units as in
Fig. 4.

TABLE 5

Reverberation Results From Kaspi et al. (2000) Data Set

Data Subset Spectral Feature

�cent
(days)

�peak
(days)

Entire data set ....................... H� 215:2þ32:1
�27:8 217:4þ20:0

�20:0

Entire data set ....................... H� 168:2þ36:7
�21:4 177:4þ60:0

�100:0

Entire data set ....................... H� 197:6þ37:9
�28:5 208:3þ40:0

�80:0

1993Y1995............................ H� 199:1þ4:8
�0:7 203:0þ10:0

�10:0

1993Y1995............................ H� 203:5þ5:2
�17:4 202:9þ0:0

�10:0

1993Y1995............................ H� 195:6þ35:1
�27:6 219:5þ21:0

�93:0

1993....................................... H� 15:6þ0:6
�1:4 19:1þ0:0

�3:0

1993....................................... H� 12:2þ1:5
�2:5 13:1þ3:0

�2:0

1994....................................... H� 15:2þ0:9
�1:6 16:0þ0:0

�0:0

1994....................................... H� 13:7þ1:8
�0:8 16:0þ0:0

�1:0

1994....................................... H� 10:0þ5:3
�3:4 12:0þ51:0

�9:0

1995....................................... H� 36:6þ4:7
�3:3 44:0þ0:0

�10:0

1995....................................... H� 46:5þ4:0
�2:9 44:0þ8:0

�0:0

1995....................................... H� 67:4þ7:7
�8:5 67:0þ7:7

�8:5

Fig. 6.—Position of PG 2130+099 on the most recent RBLR-L relationship
from Bentz et al. (2008; solid line). The starred circle represents the position of
PG 2130+099 with a lag of 158.1 days, as given by Peterson et al. (2004). The
filled square represents the measurement of 22.9 days from our recent data set.
The open squares represent other objects from Bentz et al.



that the �180 day lag is not simply ascribable to interpolation
across the gap between the 1994 and 1995 observing seasons.

The data from our 2007 campaign are not ideal; the amplitude
of variability was low, the time sampling was adequate, but
only barely, and the duration of the campaign was short enough

that we lack sensitivity to lags of �50 days or longer. But the
preponderance of evidence at this point argues that our smaller
lag measurement is more likely to be correct than the previous
determination. Certainly, better-sampled light curves of longer
duration would yield a more definitive result.

5. SUMMARY

From a new reverberation campaign, we obtain a measurement
of the time lag of the H� line in PG 2130+099 of �cent ¼
22:9þ4:4

�4:3 days and calculate a central black hole mass MBH ¼
(3:8 � 1:5) ; 107 M�. Previous measurements of �cent over-
estimated the size of the BLR and therefore the mass of the black
hole, most likely due to undersampling in the light curves. A
reanalysis of the previous data, using both visual and algorithmic
methods, suggests that the true BLR size andMBH are consistent
with our new values. The recent reverberation measurements for
PG 2130+099 presented in this study remove the discrepancies
previously found for this object based on theMBH-�� andRBLR-L
relationships.
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